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Efficiency of radiative emission from thin films of a light-emitting conjugated polymer
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We examine the efficiency of radiative emission from thin layers of light-emitting conjugated polymers. We
compare our experimental results for photoluminescence of the conjugated polymer poly~2-methoxy,
5-~28-ethyl-hexyloxy! 1,4 phenylenevinylene! ~MEH-PPV! with those of a theoretical model, finding good
agreement between the two. The specially developed model takes into account several factors including
absorption in the emissive layer, a spread of emitter sites within the layer, and the broad emission spectrum of
the polymer. We find that the photoluminescence quantum efficiency for radiative emission of a bare MEH-
PPV film on a glass substrate is;25%. We then apply our model to study electroluminescent devices. We
show that for these structures the efficiency of radiative emission is;10%. There is thus potential for con-
siderable improvement in efficiency for both systems through recovery of some of the wasted waveguided
light. Finally we use our model to reexamine some controversial results that indicate the probability of singlet
exciton formation to be 0.460.05, and thus greater than the 0.25 expected from spin statistics. Our reanalysis
supports a probability.0.25. We conclude by discussing the limitations of present models, including our own,
in predicting the performance of realistic light-emitting diodes.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Many light-emitting devices, such as light-emitting diod
~LED’s!, are based on thin films of light-emitting material.1–3

The efficiency of radiative emission from such structures
key issue in device applications and is largely controlled
three factors: the efficiency with which excitons a
generated;4,5 the efficiency with which excitons recombine
produce photons rather than nonradiative decay; which
good system is typically 40%;6 and the efficiency with which
the generated photons may escape the structure in which
are produced to yield useful radiation.7,8 Here we are inter-
ested principally in the last of these, i.e., the efficiency w
which photons generated within the material emerge as
ful radiation. Owing to the relatively high index of the ma
jority of light-emitting materials, much of the energy emitte
remains trapped in the material due to total internal refl
tion. A simple analysis based on ray optics for the case o
material of refractive index 2 shows that less than;12.5%
of the energy is radiated.7,9–11

Various approaches have been adopted to overcome
limitation. One successful approach is to place the thin fi
of emissive material between two mirrors so as to form
microcavity.12 The boundary conditions imposed on the ele
tromagnetic field by the microcavity limit the modes in
which emission may take place. In general, microcavit
possess two types of mode: leaky and fully guided. Emiss
into a leaky mode of the microcavity structure produces u
ful radiation, though a fraction is lost to absorption. Ho
ever, emission into fully guided modes cannot, in gene
escape the microcavity and is thus absorbed by the mi
cavity materials. By restricting the number of fully guide
modes into which the emitters may lose their energy,
efficiency of radiation may be significantly increased, ty
0163-1829/2001/64~20!/205201~9!/$20.00 64 2052
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cally up to ;50%,10,11 the remaining power being lost t
absorption.

Several studies have sought to go beyond the simple
nar microcavity in an attempt to increase the radiative e
ciency still further. Their common theme has been to try a
recover some of the power lost to fully guided mode
Schnitzeret al.13 achieved a radiative efficiency of 72% b
making use of photon recycling, an approach suited to m
terials with low waveguide losses. Tang, VanSlyke, a
Chen14 demonstrated that energy transfer from the elec
cally formed exciton to a dye molecule may also be used
improve efficiency. Several other investigations have
volved around the concept of scattering the guided light so
to convert it from wasted guided modes to useful radiati
Gu et al.15 made use of emissive layers having angled si
walls in an attempt to extract guided light macroscopica
from the ends of the guide. Windischet al.16 and Schnitzer
et al.17 accomplished increased efficiency by using scatter
from texture imposed on the superstrate, while Matters
et al.18 and Luptonet al.19 employed Bragg scattering from
periodically microstructured emissive layer to achieve a d
bling of the efficiency of light emission.

What is the scope of these approaches for increasing
radiative efficiency? The present paper concerns a study
dertaken to address this question. We carried out a serie
photoluminescence experiments to determine the diffe
routes by which light leaves thin films of light-emitting con
jugated polymers, and to quantify the significance of ea
route. To understand our results we developed a theore
model. Having verified our model against experimental d
we were then able to quantify how much light remai
trapped inside light-emitting polymer films, and thus ass
the extent to which the strategies mentioned above migh
used to improve efficiency. We then turned our attention
electroluminescence, and discuss the efficiency of radia
©2001 The American Physical Society01-1
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WASEY, SAFONOV, SAMUEL, AND BARNES PHYSICAL REVIEW B64 205201
emission from realistic LED structures. Finally we used o
model to reexamine some controversial results concern
the probability of singlet exciton formation undertaken
Kim et al.5 These authors undertook a fascinating study
electroluminescence from two LED’s based on conjuga
polymers. Their experimental results, combined with th
theoretical analysis, led them to a singlet exciton format
probability of 0.460.05, greater than the 0.25 expected fro
spin statistics.4 Our reanalysis supports this high probabilit
though with several qualifications. We conclude by discu
ing the limitations of our model in predicting the perfo
mance of realistic light-emitting diodes and indicate wh
further information is still required.

Our report is structured as follows. Section II is concern
with the computational model we used, and the assumpt
we made. In particular we discuss how we incorporated
tails of the spectral width of the emission from an excit
molecule, and the spread of emitter locations throughout
emissive layer. The process by which we determine the
trinsic spectrum of emission from the conjugated polym
poly~2-methoxy, 5-~28-ethyl-hexyloxy! 1,4 phenylenevi-
nylene! ~MEH-PPV! is also described. We used the ligh
emitting polymer MEH-PPV for our study because it is
polymer whose optical properties have been characterize20

Furthermore we describe the experimental approach
adopted to study the photoluminescence~PL! quantum yield
of thin polymer films. The results of both our experiment a
associated modeling are discussed in Sec. III. We then
our model to explore the extent to which trapped guided li
limits the photoluminescence efficiency of light-emittin
polymer films, and discuss the effects of accounting for
spectral width of emission upon these results in Sec. IV
Sec. V we extend our discussion to look at modeling el
troluminescent devices and we examine the efficiency of
diative emission from such structures. In particular we u
our model to reanalyze recent results on singlet exciton
mation that rely for their interpretation on a good knowled
of radiative emission efficiency. In Sec. VI we summari
our results and discuss the limitations of present mod
including our own, in predicting the performance of realis
light-emitting diodes.

II. MODELING THE EMISSION

Our task here is to put together a model and verify it us
experimental data so that we can simulate the radiative
ciency of light-emitting conjugated polymer thin films. W
wish to predict how much power is dissipated, and in w
directions, by sources within the emissive polymer lay
Models suitable for use as a starting point are w
developed,21–24 and are based on treating the sources
driven, damped dipole oscillators. They are damped beca
they radiate and are driven by the fields that are reflec
from the interfaces in the structure. Below we discuss h
we extended one of the existing models to accommod
features pertinent to the polymer films of interest.

A. Assumptions made in the model

We made several important assumptions in construc
our model. These concern the birefringence and absorp
20520
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of the conjugated polymer films and the orientation of t
dipole moments responsible for the emission; these asp
are discussed below.

1. Dipole orientation

Several previous works have shown that the orientation
the dipole moment associated with optical emission in sp
films of conjugated polymers lies predominantly in the pla
of the film.5,7,25,26

2. Birefringence and absorption

Conjugated polymers, such as MEH-PPV, provide a ch
lenge as materials in which to model the emission of lig
since they are in general both birefringentand absorbing. It
is not a priori clear to what extent these two factors a
important in the present context. Ideally a suitable compu
tional model would include both factors, since both the bi
fringence and the absorption have been experiment
determined.20 Previous authors have pursued the problem
emission in media that are both birefringent and absorb
They found22,27 that it is not possible to fit both materia
properties into a coherent framework, owing to problems
dealing with the longitudinal field components. We ha
shown elsewhere25 that in computing the power radiated o
of layers with optical properties characteristic of MEH-PP
the birefringence has little effect. In the present case we
more concerned with the ratio of emitted power to the pow
that remains trapped. Consequently, in modeling thin lay
of MEH-PPV, we chose to describe our emissive layer
isotropic and absorbing, this combination retaining the i
portant physics in the present case and having the mer
being amenable to computation. Absorption was included
making use of the complex in-plane refractive index, as
picted in Fig. 1.

FIG. 1. A functional representation of the complex refracti
index for a spun film of MEH-PPV. The in-plane~i! and normal~'!
values are both shown. The dispersion of the complex birefring
indices we used was determined using angle-dependent reflec
techniques~Ref. 20!. The data were interpolated using polynomi
fits to provide the required information for the modeling used he
1-2
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EFFICIENCY OF RADIATIVE EMISSION FROM THIN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B64 205201
With these assumptions in place we followed the the
of Tomas and Lenac22 to model the cavity modification to th
spontaneous emission rate of the excitons in the lig
emitting polymer. There are two key aspects of the exp
mental situation that required us to extend this driv
damped dipole-oscillator model. First we need to include
broadband nature of the source, taking account of the e
sion spectrum. Secondly, we also need to take account o
distribution of emitters through the samples~assumed to be
uniform! in conjunction with the spatial profile with which
they are excited.

B. Spectral width

To account for the broad spectrum of the MEH-PPV em
sion we model this broadband emitter by means of what
refer to as a composite emitter. The details of including
emission spectrum specific to MEH-PPV will be discussed
Sec. II D. Here we simply introduce the concepts and
sumptions needed to model a broadband rather than a
rowband spectrum. We present expressions for the t
power dissipated in free space by a composite emitter,Ptot ,
the total power dissipated by such an emitter in a cav
environment,Ptot8 , and the power such an emitter radiat
into the far field from within a cavity environment,Prad. Our
model for the composite emitter comprises an appropria
weighted sum of single emitters, thei th emitter having a
free-space emission wavelength ofl i . In free space the tota
power dissipated by the composite emitter is

Ptot5(
i

poweri~l i !, ~1!

where poweri denotes the contribution to the total pow
dissipated by thei th emitter~with wavelengthl i!, and effec-
tively defines the intrinsic emission spectrum of the comp
ite emitter. Our model thus assumes the emission to be
mogeneously broadened. We further assumed the emis
spectrum could be represented by emitters equally space
wavelength, such that (l i 112l i)5Dl i is a constant for all
i. The function poweri thus corresponds to some continuo
function, power~l!, the continuous intrinsic emission spe
trum. Placing the composite emitter in a cavity environm
will result in a modified total dissipated power,Ptot8 , which
can be written as

Ptot8 5(
i

ci poweri~l i !, ~2!

whereci represents the modification to the contribution fro
the emitter with wavelengthl i induced by the local environ
ment. From Eq.~2!, we see that if the local optical environ
ment modifies the emission at a single wavelength we m
expect the emissive rate for the composite emitter to be
tered. The valuesci can be found using our model for calcu
lating the modification to the power dissipated by a sin
emitter when it is placed in a cavity environment.25 The co-
efficient ci is thus the power dissipated by thei th emitter in
the cavity, divided by the power dissipated by that emitter
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free space. We can also construct an expression for
amount of power radiated out of the cavity by the compos
emitter,Prad, given by

Prad5(
i

f i poweri~l i !, ~3!

wheref i is the amount of power radiated out of the cavity
the i th emitter~a single emitter with free-space emission a
wavelength ofl i!, divided by the total power dissipated b
that single emitter in free space.

We now have expressions for the total power dissipa
and for the power radiated out of the cavity for just o
composite emitter in a cavity, Eqs.~2! and ~3!, respectively.
We now need to account for the spread of emitter positi
through the emissive layer, where each position in the la
may have a different effect on the properties of an emi
placed there.

C. Excitation profile

To model the distribution of the excited emitters in th
polymer layer we made several further assumptions. We
sumed that the effects of the laser used to excite the emis
layer in the experiment are such that the laser intensity
well below that required to saturate the layer. We can th
assume that the power available to emitters at a partic
position in the emissive layer remains constant in time a
corresponds to the total power dissipated by all the emit
at that position. We further assume that the decay of an
cited emitter cannot result in the excitation of another emi
~i.e., no photon recycling effects13!.

We can now define some functionp(x), corresponding to
the excitation profile in the layer, wherex describes the po-
sition within the emissive layer, normal to the interfa
planes. We expectp(x) to take an approximately exponenti
form where we have a laser directed at one side of the la
to provide the excitation, as in the PL experiments repor
here. To account for the continuous excitation profile we
vide the emissive layer into a number of equal thickne
sublayers. We consider a single composite emitter locate
the midpoint of each sublayer. The position of thej th emitter
is given by xj . We define the total power dissipated by
composite emitter atxj asp(xj ). As such, it should be clea
that the total laser power dissipated by the emissive laye
given bySp(xj ). For convenience we normalizep(x) such
that(p(xj )51. Making use of Eqs.~2! and~3!, we may also
obtain an expression for the power radiated out of the ca
by the composite emitter atxj ,Rj (xj ), given by

Rj~xj !5p~xj !F (
i

f i poweri~l i !

(
k

ck powerk~lk!
G . ~4!

Summing over emitter sites, the total power radiated ou
the emissive layer is given by(Rj (xj ). Through our normal-
1-3
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WASEY, SAFONOV, SAMUEL, AND BARNES PHYSICAL REVIEW B64 205201
ization of p(x), the value of(Rj (xj ) corresponds to the
fraction of power absorbed from the laser by the emiss
layer that results in radiation out of the cavity.

D. Intrinsic emission spectrum of MEH-PPV

Before we can use Eq.~4! to model our polymer layers
we need to determine values for poweri , which correspond
to the intrinsic spectrum of the emissive species in quest
i.e., the MEH-PPV emission spectrum. This may be done
measuring the spectrum of the radiation from a thin sam
for some fixed angle with respect to the sample normal. T
layer must be sufficiently thin that the variations across
thickness of the emissive layer resulting from cavity effe
are not important. This then enables us to use a single e
ter, centrally located to adequately model the effects of
layer. Let us define the measured intensity distribut
rad~u,l!, from such a system, for radiation at some fix
polar angleu by

rad~u,l!}
F~u,l!

P~l!sin~u!
power~l!, ~5!

whereF(u,l) is the power radiated per unit of solid ang
from the sample by a single emitter in the structure, cor
sponding to a free-space wavelengthl,P(l) is the total
power dissipated by that single emitter, and power~l! is the
continuous form of powert(l i) ~i.e., the weighting that rep
resents the intrinsic emission spectrum!. Since bothF(u,l)
and P(l) can be calculated with our model, and rad~u, l!
can be measured experimentally, the form of power~l! can
be determined. By choosing an appropriate range in wa
length where the polymer is seen to emit~;500–800 nm!,
and dividing this range into a number of equally spaced
tervals, poweri(l i) can be determined.

The structure used to obtain the measurements by w
the intrinsic spectrum was calculated comprised a;20-nm-
thick layer of MEH-PPV on a silica substrate. The back
the substrate was painted with black absorbing paint to el
nate any scattering from the back face. A measurement
the spectrum of the emitted radiation from the sample w
taken at an angle of 15° to the sample normal and is sh
in Fig. 2~a!; the sample was excited by an argon laser op
ating at 488 nm. The term corresponding to the modificat
of the internal spectrum due to the cavity@F(u,l)/P(l)# is
also shown, Fig. 2~b!, and the resulting intrinsic spectrum
@power~l!#, determined using Eq.~5!, is shown in Fig. 2~c!.

In calculatingF(u,l) the emissive layer was treated
birefringent and absorbing, since as noted in Sec. II A 2,
radiative field components from a dipole source in suc
mediumcanbe modeled, even though the nonradiative co
ponents cannot. In this way self-absorption in the polym
could be accounted for. The dipole moment of the emitt
was taken to be randomly oriented in the plane of
film.25,26 Values for the intrinsic spectrum were determin
every 10 nm between 550 and 800 nm to define poweri(l i).
Looking at Fig. 2, the major difference between the intrin
and measured radiation spectra is that the intrinsic spec
is biased towards shorter wavelengths due to the incre
absorption in this spectral region.
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E. Emission pathways: Experimental details

Our task here was to determine quantitatively the eff
tiveness of the different pathways by which light leaves
polymer films. We did this by comparing the results of me
surements with the predictions of the model outlined abo

Thin films ~8065-nm thick! of the polymer MEH-PPV
were deposited by spin coating onto silica glass substra
7-mm square and 1-mm thick. The polymer was excited
ing the 488-nm line of an argon-ion laser at normal inciden
to the sample. The beam covered an area 1-mm wide
was positioned in the center of the sample. In general, li
generated in the emissive layer can escape through the
and front faces, and also through the sides of the sample.
experiment involved collection of the emitted radiation in
integrating sphere when the sample was~a! as made~bare!,
~b! painted black on the sides,~c! painted black on the back
and~d! painted black on the back and edges, see Fig. 3.
black paint used was an excellent absorber of light so
this strategy enabled us to identify the different directio
into which the power was radiated, providing a means
verifying the model we used. We measured the radiat
emission using techniques we have described befo6

Briefly, the absorbed pump power was determined by co

FIG. 2. The steps of the calculation of the intrinsic emissi
spectrum of the polymer MEH-PPV.~a! The measured emissio
spectrum, at 15°, for a thin MEH-PPV film.~b! The calculated
modification to the polymer’s intrinsic spectrum.~c! The deduced
intrinsic spectrum for MEH-PPV.
1-4
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EFFICIENCY OF RADIATIVE EMISSION FROM THIN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B64 205201
paring the pump throughput of the sphere for the sam
being measured with that of a blank substrate. A fib
coupled charge-coupled device spectrometer was then
to determine the emitted power.

Our results were as follows. We took the power emitt
from the unpainted sample, sample~a!, to be our reference
level, assigning it the value 1. From the sample with bla
edges~b! we measured a power of 0.45–0.5, from the sam
with the black back~c! 0.2–0.3, and from the sample wit
both back and edges black~d!, 0.17–0.25; all are discusse
below.

III. DISCUSSION

Using the model outlined above we computed the pow
radiated from the different structures~the different painting
strategies! as a function of emitter position within a polyme
film 80-nm thick. In the experiment, some of the light in
tially radiated towards the silica/air interface is reflect
within the sample, and emerges instead through the si
The model described above assumes each interface t
infinite, and as such does not account for emission thro
the sides. We therefore accounted for light that emer
through the sides of the samples as follows.

All light initially radiated directly towards the sides of th
silica was assumed to emerge as radiation.

Light that ‘‘bounced’’ in order to get to the edge wa
accounted for, provided it encountered the polymer/silica
terface no more than once. If it was reflected by this interf
more than once it was assumed to have been absorbed
the sample geometry used, light bouncing more often t
this was in any case totally internally reflected at the si
rather than being partially transmitted.

In this geometry and for the indices of materials us
only ;1% of the emission is both totally internally reflecte
from both the back face and totally internally reflected fro
the edges of the silica; we therefore neglected this sm
contribution to the emission process. The square shape o
sample and the reflections from the sample sides for l
guided in the silica were not accounted for since we e
mated this would make a relatively small change. In terms
modeling the sample with black paint covering certain

FIG. 3. A schematic of the four types of sample used to exam
the different emissive pathways, and the way in which they w
coated with black paint.
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gions, any contribution to the total power impinging on
painted surface was assumed to be absorbed. The re
normalized with respect to those of the bare sample,
shown in Fig. 4. From these data it is easy to compute
average value of the power radiated from the structures,
eraged over all emitter locations, weighted to take accoun
the excitation profile. For the samples~b!, ~c!, and ~d! we
find values of 0.45, 0.28, and 0.19, respectively.

These data are compared with the experimental value
Table I, where we see that there is good agreement betw
experiment and theory. The model agrees well with the e
ciency results obtained experimentally, and gives us co
dence in using our model to investigate emission from s
polymer layers. In the following sections we use the mo
we have developed to explore the extent to which the e
ciency from light-emitting layers may be improved, and
consider the importance of including the spectral and spa
spreads of emission in our model. Two types of system
be examined: photoluminescent structures and electrolu
nescent structures. Both are of practical interest, the for
in such applications as single-photon sources and the la
for light-emitting diodes.

TABLE I. The power emitted by the different samples, norm
ized to the power emitted by the bare sample, i.e, the sample
no black paint. The range given for samples~b!–~d! is an indication
of the measurement error in each case. Also shown are the resu
the theoretical model.

Sample
Emitted power
~experiment!

Emitted power
~theory!

~a! Bare sample 1 1
~b! Black edge 0.45–0.55 0.45
~c! Black back 0.2–0.3 0.28
~d! Black edge

and back
0.17–0.25 0.19

e
e

FIG. 4. The calculated radiative efficiency of a single compos
emitter, based on the intrinsic spectrum for MEH-PPV, for the d
ferent sample configurations shown in Fig. 3, as a function of em
ter location within the polymer layer.
1-5
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IV. PREDICTIONS OF THE MODEL
FOR PHOTOLUMINESCENCE „PL…

The model we have established enables us to make s
predictions about the amount of power initially radiated
sources in the polymer that does not escape from the p
mer layer, instead being absorbed. Since we have assu
no photon recycling, the values we present must be con
ered as an upper limit on the power absorbed by the fi
Similarly, the values we give for the power radiated out
the polymer film must correspond to a lower limit.

In Fig. 5, we plot the power directly emitted from th
polymer layer into the silica substrate,Psilica, and the power
emitted directly into the air,Pair . Since these results ar
normalized to the pump-laser power absorbed in the film,
power trapped and therefore ultimately absorbed in the p
mer (Pabs) is given byPabs512Psilica2Pair . In Fig. 5~a! we
show the result of our model where we have included
intrinsic spectrum of the emitter@Fig. 2~c!# and an exponen
tial form for the excitation profile through the polymer laye
decaying away from the polymer/air interface. For compa
son, in Fig. 5~b! we plot the result of our model for a singl
emitter with a free-space emission wavelength of 590
that is at a fixed distance of 20 nm from the polymer/
interface. For both systems the emitters are localized nea

FIG. 5. The calculated efficiency of the emission from the ph
toexcited air/MEH-PPV/silica system.~a! A spread of composite
emitters with an exponential excitation profile that decays aw
from the polymer/air interface.~b! A single emitter with a free-
space emission wavelength of 590 nm at a fixed position of 20
from the polymer/air interface.
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polymer/air interface and as such the value forPsilica will
tend to zero as the polymer layer is continuously increase
thickness. This is seen in the general decrease inPsilica for an
increase in polymer thickness, and is because any emis
into the silica must first travel through an increasingly larg
absorbing polymer region. Looking at Fig. 5~b! the periodic
oscillations in power with thickness are expected and aris
new waveguide modes are introduced into the system
comparison, Fig. 5~a! shows less evidence of these period
oscillations, since they are further damped by the spec
width of the emission in this case. In comparing Figs. 5~a!
and 5~b! it is clear that for the particular experimental geom
etry considered a good choice of a single emission wa
length and single emitter position can make a good appr
mation for a broadband emitter, since the variation in res
is seen to be;10%.

We now focus on the results of the composite emit
model, Fig. 5~a!. We can see that the model predicts a s
nificant increase in the power absorbed by the film, fro
;40% to;75%, as the film thickness is increased from
to 120 nm. This increase is due to emergence of the
guided mode. This mode is initially a radiative~leaky! mode
in the air and silica. As the thickness increases the m
becomes more confined to the polymer layer as it cease
be radiative in the air. Finally, for sufficiently thick films th
mode becomes totally guided in the polymer layer. By b
coming more localized in the polymer, the mode is mo
effectively absorbed. Above a film thickness of 120 nm, t
absorbed power remains relatively constant, with a trend
slowly increase with polymer thickness, as explained abo
The lack of features as the thickness increases further, e
though new modes become available, arises from a com
nation of the broad spectral width of the emission and
absorption of the polymer.

The model indicates that a significant proportion of pow
may be confined to the polymer,;75%, for film thicknesses
above 100 nm. This is power that could be recovered thro
use of scattering mechanisms, such as gratings18,19or surface
roughness.16,17An alternative strategy would be to inhibit th
modes to which power is lost, perhaps through the use
photonic band gaps formed by using periodic texturing at
polymer interfaces.28

V. USING THE MODEL TO EXPLORE
ELECTROLUMINESCENCE „EL …

In this section we apply our model to a calculation of bo
the efficiency with which radiative singlet excitons may
produced by electrical injection, and the efficiency wi
which such excitons may produce useful radiation in an
device. By working with the results of Kimet al.,5 we use
our model to find a value for the number of singlet excito
that are excited per electron flowing in the external circuit
their device and compare our result with theirs.

We consider the green-emitting LED of Kimet al.5 The
structure of the LED is identified as a glass substrate cove
by a 160-nm-thick indium-tin oxide~ITO! layer upon which
a 72-nm-thick emitting polymer layer is formed. The pol
mer was then coated with metal to form the top cathode
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an EL device the electron-hole recombination often occ
within a reasonably well-defined layer within the polyme
This recombination layer is the region in the polymer whe
excitons are formed and from which emission may sub
quently occur. The problem of identifying an excitation pr
file ~Sec. II C! may be simplified for an EL device if a singl
position can be associated with all of the emission. K
et al.5 identify the recombination zone in their green LED
be 40 nm from the cathode. We use this value, as well as
the information they provide relating to the refractive indic
of the materials of the LED, to model emission from the
device. The structure and parameters used in our mode
are shown in Fig. 6. Furthermore, we are restricted to c
sidering emission for the single free-space wavelength
550 nm, just as they used in their optical modeling, since
have no information on the intrinsic emission spectrum. T
does, however, mean that our results can be compared
rectly to those of Kimet al.;5 as noted in Sec. IV, this singl
wavelength approximation may be a good one, though
not clear this is the case for this EL system.

We start with an expression, related to Eqs.~8! and~11! of
Kim et al.,5 for the external EL quantum yieldhel

ext. This is
the ratio of the number of photons radiated out through
diode surface to the number of electrons flowing in the
ternal circuit, and was measured experimentally by K
et al.5 for their green LED to be 6%60.5% ~see Table I in
Kim et al.5!. The external quantum yield can be written a

hel
ext5gr sta, ~6!

where g is the probability that an electron flowing in th
external circuit produces an exciton,r st is the probability that
the exciton so formed is a singlet, as opposed to a triplet,
a is the probability of a singlet exciton decaying to produ
a photon that is emitted from the diode surface. The pr
ability a is equivalent to the fraction of the total power th
is lost by a radiative emitter and subsequently emit
through the surface of the device.

Thus far we have not discussed the quantum efficiencq
of the emission. This is the probability that a singlet excit
decays radiatively, rather than being directly lost to the po

FIG. 6. Schematic of the green-emitting LED structure of K
et al. ~Ref. 5!, which includes the optical parameters used in o
modeling.
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mer through, for example, the excitation of local phon
modes. In considering our photoluminescence results ab
~Sec. IV! this was justified since there we were only co
cerned with how the emitted radiation was distributed amo
the various emission pathways. However, in consider
electroluminescence we need to take specific account of
quantum efficiency. The factora in Eq. ~6! depends on the
quantum efficiency in two ways. First, the higher the val
of q, the greater the EL efficiency since a greater proport
of singlet excitons decay to produce radiation. Secondly
high value ofq means that the cavity has a greater influen
over how effectively radiative emission competes with no
radiative emission. Nonradiative decay is unaffected by
cavity, thus, if the cavity is able to enhance the radiat
decay rate, nonradiative decay will become less significa

We model the singlet exciton as a dipole emitter with
dipole moment oriented in the plane of the polymer lay
Treating the emissive layer as isotropic and lossless wit
refractive index of 2, in the fashion of Kimet al.,5 we obtain
values for the power emitted from the face of the diode a
the total power lost by the emitter as 0.292 and 2.87, resp
tively, thus givinga as 0.1. Here we have assumed thatq
51; the effect of changingq is discussed below. Thes
quantities are scaled to the total power radiated by an em
in an unbounded region of the polymer.

The contribution to the total power lost by the emitter a
function of in-plane wave vectorki is shown in Fig. 7. The
strong features in the figure correspond to coupling betw
the emitter and the modes of the structure. The area unde
whole curve gives the total power lost by the emitter. T
area under that part of the curve associated with a partic
mode is a measure of the power lost through coupling to

r

FIG. 7. Contributions to the total power lost by an emitter a
function of the normalized in-plane wave vectorki ~normalized by
the magnitude of the wave vector in free spacek052p/l, where
l5550 nm.!. The emitter is a horizontally oriented electric dipo
located in the LED structure~as depicted in Fig. 6!. Power compo-
nents with a normalized in-plane wave vectorki,ng may radiate
into the air and/or silica, those withng,ki,np are confined to the
polymer and ITO layers, and those withki.np are nonradiative
~dominated in this regime by coupling to theSPPmode!.
1-7
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mode. That a significant amount of power is lost by the em
ter to the waveguide and surface~SPP! modes of the struc-
ture is evident from the figure. The strength of these mo
means that they have a significant effect upon the deca
the emitter and must therefore be properly accounted fo
describe the behavior of the emitter, an aspect assumed
unimportant by Kimet al.5

We now consider the effect of the quantum efficiencyq.
In Fig. 8 we show howa depends onq by calculating the
power emitted from the face of the diode and total power l
by the emitter for different values ofq. As expected, the
value ofq51 gives the maximum value fora ~10%!, and as
q is decreased we see thata decreases. Since Kimet al.5

have measuredhel
ext for their green LED as;6%, we can

now use Eq.~6! to obtain an estimate for the productgr st,
which corresponds to the ratio of singlet excitons formed
electrons flowing in the external circuit. Kimet al.5 found
this product to be 40%, a result that is surprisingly hi
when compared to the 25% expected from simple spin
tistics. However, as noted by Kimet al.,5 their ‘‘half-space’’
model does not take full account of the guided modes of
LED structure. Our model specifically takes account of th
modes~as shown in Fig. 7! and so it is interesting to se
what our model will predict for the productgr st. Using the
value ofq50.33 quoted by Kimet al.5 ~something they refer
to as the free-space photoluminescence yield! we finda to be
6% so that the resulting value forgr st is 100%. This remark-
ably high value depends critically on the value ofq used in
the calculation. In the limit ofq51 (a510%) we obtain a
lower limit for the value forgr st of 60%. Thus the probabil-
ity that an electron flowing in the external circuit produces
singlet exciton (gr st) would appear to lie between 60% an
100%. Our result supports the finding of Kimet al.5 thatgr st
is greater than the 25% expected from spin statistics, a m
discussed below.

It is worth noting that the modeling we have undertak
here, though it takes account of guided modes, still has li
tations. One limitation is a lack of knowledge concerning t
spatial distribution of the emitters. In Fig. 9 we show t

FIG. 8. The probability of a singlet exciton decaying to produ
a photon that is emitted from the diode surfacea is shown as a
function of the quantum efficiencyq of the emitter.
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change in the value fora, and the contribution of the differ-
ent emissive pathways to the decay of singlet states, a
function of emitter position in the polymer layer. The stron
variation ofa with emitter position indicates that accountin
for a spread of emitter positions, corresponding to a pot
tially broad recombination zone,8 may be necessary to prop
erly model the EL device structure.

The absorption of the polymer layer is another factor a
sent from our study of this EL device, although further mo
eling ~not shown! with absorption present, for a single emi
sion wavelength and for a single emitter position~as given
by Kim et al.5!, indicated that such absorption does not s
nificantly alter the value ofa. However, without knowing
accurately the complex index of the polymer, the result m
still depend on the value of absorption for the polymer us
in the model. We note that complete account of all pertin
details has yet to be made in any realistic modeling of an
device; to do this one needs not only a comprehensive m
~as outlined above!, but also accurate information on all re
evant parameters, especially the complex refractive inde
all materials and their dispersion.

VI. SUMMARY

We have presented a model for the radiative emission
sources embedded within a thin polymer film. This mod
accounts for the broad spectral width of the emission fr
light-emitting polymers and also accounts for an excitat
profile that may be necessary to describe the emissive re
of the polymer layer.

By analyzing the emission measured from a very th
MEH-PPV layer with our model the intrinsic spectrum fo
this polymer was calculated, account being taken of s
absorption. Incorporating this intrinsic spectrum into o
model allowed us to examine where the emission from
experimental sample, comprising a polymer film on a sil
substrate, is directed~either radiated from the top, bottom, o
sides of the sample!. Having found good agreement betwee
the experiment and our model, we proceeded to make s

FIG. 9. The variation ofa and the contributions to the tota
power lost by a singlet exciton, as a function of emitter position
the polymer layer.
1-8
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predictions about the power that is lost to absorption in
polymer for a simple photoexcited MEH-PPV film on a silic
slide, as a function of film thickness, Sec. IV. Our mod
showed that for such MEH-PPV films of sufficient thickne
~.100 nm! approximately 75% of radiative emission nev
escapes the emissive layer, and is lost to absorption in
polymer. This represents a significant proportion of pow
that, if recovered, would produce a large increase in e
ciency.

Finally, we looked at the results of Kimet al.5 for an EL
green-emitting polymer LED that they had fabricated. Us
our model, and relying on the parameters that Kimet al.5

provided for their system, we found the maximum radiat
efficiency of the device~a! to be;10%. We then went on to
estimate the number of singlet excitons formed per elec
flowing in the external circuit as lying between 60% a
100%. This result is very high compared to the 25% e
pected from simple spin statistics, it is also significan
greater than the value of;40% that Kimet al.5 calculated
for their structure. Our higher value results primarily fro
the fact that our model indicates a significant amount
E.
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power is lost to guided modes, an aspect not fully dealt w
by Kim et al.5 However, as we noted above, our model a
has limitations and these can only be overcome by a m
thorough knowledge of the system. Though both our analy
and that of Kimet al.5 are limited, it does seem as though th
value is greater than the 25% value predicted by simple s
statistics; our results thus lend support to the theoretical w
of Shuaiet al.4 where they calculate a higher value using
molecular-orbital perturbation approach. Clearly, more wo
is required to unravel this fascinating aspect of the pho
physics of light-emitting polymers.
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